Abstract-In order to enhance the performance of rehabilitation robots, it is imperative to know both force and motion caused by the interaction between user and robot. However, common direct measurement of both signals through force and motion sensors not only increases the complexity of the system but also impedes affordability of the system. As an alternative of the direct measurement, in this work, we present new force and motion estimators for the proper control of the upper-limb rehabilitation Universal Haptic Pantograph (UHP) robot. The estimators are based on the kinematic and dynamic model of the UHP and the use of signals measured by means of common low-cost sensors. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the estimators, several experimental tests were carried out. The force and impedance control of the UHP was implemented first by directly measuring the interaction force using accurate extra sensors and the robot performance was compared to the case where the proposed estimators replace the direct measured values. The experimental results reveal that the controller based on the estimators has similar performance to that using direct measurement (less than 1 N difference in root mean square error between two cases), indicating that the proposed force and motion estimators can facilitate implementation of interactive controller for the UHP in robotmediated rehabilitation trainings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motor deficit is one of the most frequent sequels in people who have suffered a stroke, with more than 80% of survivors suffering it [1] . Nowadays, the most common way to recover these lost functionalities is to perform rehabilitation exercises for the affected limb. However, with traditional techniques, due to temporary, personal or economic limitations, in many cases, the hours of rehabilitation are limited.
In view of this situation, robotic devices have been proposed as an alternative to traditional rehabilitation procedures [2] , [3] , and scientific interest in this line of research has been greatly increased. As a result, many robots for both upper [4] , [5] and lower limb rehabilitation [6] , [7] have been proposed in the last decade.
A large part of these works focuses on the mechanical design of the devices, analyzing the type of structure (serial Donostia-San Sebastian, Spain. jehyung.jung@tecnalia.com or exoskeleton) [8] , [9] , number of degrees of freedom, type of actuators [10] , etc. However, a suitable and robust controller is also required to ensure that these robots interact properly with the user. An appropriate controller can lead to an enhanced performance of the robotic device, resulting in significant and fast improvement of patient status as well as shorter rehabilitation time. On the other hand the malfunction of the controller can injure the user, which is not acceptable in human-robot interaction.
Classical control strategies, such as position control, do not consider the dynamics of the interaction between the patient and the robot, so, they are not suitable for this type of applications. In order to handle this interaction, it is necessary to implement advanced control algorithms that combine motion and force measurements. Among them, the ones based on the mechanical impedance of the system, the so called impedance control [11] , and its complementary, admittance control, have been mostly emerged [12] .
Impedance control is based on a model-based force controller with position feedback, while its complementary, admittance control, is based on a position controller with force feedback. In both cases, they control the force/position relationship in all directions of motion. In addition, these algorithms have the ability to adapt to the recovery status of the patients, which makes them one of the best techniques for rehabilitation devices [13] .
As these advanced controllers have to be able to control both interaction forces and motions, they need to measure their real values. Usually, these values are measured directly using force and position sensors. However, these approaches cause several drawbacks [14] , [15] ; i) mechanical and electrical difficulties in placement of sensors, ii) requiring adequate processing of sensors signals due to their noise and temperature dependency, and iii) in most cases, the price of sensors is expensive.
Another approach is the use of force and motion estimators based on the sensors available in the robot, which has been successfully implemented in several industrial robotic applications. These estimators are usually based on the measurement of the position sensors attached to the joints and the torques exerted by the actuators. Among the different estimation techniques that can be found in the bibliography, perhaps the most common one is based on the kinematic and dynamic model of the device [16] , [17] .
In this context, we apply the same concept to the rehabilitation robots in order to reduce the overall cost of the robot as well as the complexity of the robot. So in this work, we present interaction force and motion estimators for one of upper-limb rehabilitation robots, Universal Haptic Pantograph (UHP), which has been shown in several publications [18] , [19] , [20] . The UHP is an innovative rehabilitation robot for complete upper limb training and used for the rehabilitation of shoulders, elbows and wrists in people who suffer motor disability after a stroke.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. In Section II, the UHP is briefly described and parameters needed for formulation of the estimators are introduced. In section III, the force and motion estimators are formulated. In Section IV, we analyze and validate the performance of these estimators in several experimental studies. For the validation, the performance of force and impedance controllers using direct measurement of interactive force is compared to that of the controllers using the estimated force and motion from the proposed estimators. Finally, the most important ideas and future work are summarized in the conclusions, Section V.
II. UNIVERSAL HAPTIC PANTOGRAPH
The Universal Haptic Pantograph (UHP) is a rehabilitation robot for training the upper limbs (Fig.1) . One of its main advantages is the possibility of varying its mechanical structure through the use of three lockable/unlocking joints. This allows eight different modes of training, which can be used to rehabilitate all joints of the upper limb [18] . Among these eight mechanical configurations or modes of operation, this work focuses on one of the most used, the ARM mode, in which the UHP executes planar flexion/ extension motions of the arm through 2 degrees of freedoms (DOF) movement in quasi x-y plane [18] , allowing to rehabilitate the three movements of the shoulder (rotation, flexion/extension and abduction/adduction) and the flexion/extension movement of the elbow.
The UHP is mechanically composed of two subsystems; a drive system based on Serial Elastic Actuators (SEA) that generates force and motion ( Fig. 2 ) and a closed pantographshaped structure where the user interacts the UHP (Fig. 3) .
The motion of the UHP results from the forces (F Cn ) exerted by the user to pantograph and the driving torques (τ m ) exerted by the motors through the drive system. The two subsystems are connected to each other, allowing them to transmit bilaterally both forces (F Tr ) and motions (P Tr ) shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
The drive system, which allows 2 DOFs movement of the pantograph-shaped structure in quasi x-y plane, is actuated by two perpendicular SEAs composed by two Maxon RE40 rotative motors (m 1 and m 2 ), four springs (S A , S B , S C and S D ) and a series of pulleys with r m radius, joined through a cablebased transmission system. As a result, the system is able to exert force (F Tr ) and motion (P Tr ) on the pantograph in two perpendicular directions (x and y). In each direction, the rotative motor generates a torque that is transmitted through cables to a couple of springs, which transmit the forces and motions to the point (P Tr ) of the pantograph as shown in Fig. 2 . The pantograph is composed of a fixed structure and three mobile bars (actuated, transverse and parallel) as shown in Fig. 3 . These bars are connected by five joints (P E , P F , F G , P H and P I ), where P F , P H and P I are lockable/unlockable. Also, note that the pantograph is actuated by the drive system in the transmission point (P Tr ) and by the user in the contact point (P Cn ).
In ARM mode, joint P F is locked, so the actuated bar actuates as a single stiff link from P Tr to P G . Furthermore, joints P H and P I are unlocked, in order to allow the motion of the transverse and parallel bars. This way, a four bar mechanism structure is defined, where, parallel and actuated bars are always transverse.
On the other hand, the equilibrium position of the UHP is achieved when the actuated bar is in vertical position, defining the origin (P 0 ) of the base reference frame appearing 
III. FORCE AND MOTION ESTIMATORS FOR PROPER IMPEDANCE CONTROL
An impedance controller for UHP has been designed to perform tasks usually employed in the rehabilitation trainings and it appears in Fig. 4 . As mentioned in the introduction of this article, the impedance controller controls the dynamic relationship between the force (F Cn ) and the motion (P Cn ) of the contact point. It calculates the desired contact force (F Cn Des ) in terms of the error between the desired (P Cn Des ) and actual (P Cn ) contact point position.
where K d is the stiffness matrix, B d is the damping matrix and M d is the inertial matrix, which define the desired impedance of the robot. Once the desired contact force (F Cn Des ) is decided by (1), the force controller is adopted to ensure that actual contact force (F Cn ) tracks the desired one (F Cn Des ) and output of the controller is an actuator torque (τ m ) of the drive system. Commonly, the actual contact force (F Cn ) required for the force controller has been directly measured by highly qualified force sensor. This approach, however, increases not only the cost of the device but also complexity of mechanical an electrical setup. To resolve those drawbacks, therefore, we formulate and use the force estimator, which can be used to replace the sensors.
The proposed force estimator uses the dynamic model of the UHP and signals basically measured by common lowcost sensors already implemented in the UHP: the two optical encoders integrated in the rotary motors (q m 1 and q m 2 ), and two linear potentiometers that measure the variable length (n S A and n S B ) of the springs S A and S B . In addition, those signals are used to estimate contact point (P Cn ), resulting in a motion estimator. The proposed estimators will be detailed in the following subsection. 
MOTION ESTIMATOR

A. Motion Estimator
The proposed estimator aims to calculate the actual position of the contact point (P Cn ) based on the kinematic model of the UHP and the measured signals (n S A , n S B , q m 1 and q m 2 ) from the common encoders and linear potentiometers.
In ARM mode of UHP from Fig. 3 , by its specific geometry, the contact point (P Cn ) relates to transmission point (P Tr ) as
where l 3 is the distance between the transmission point (P Tr ) and joint P F and l 4 is the distance between joint P F and contact point (P Cn ). Hence, as first step, the transmission point (P Tr = [x Tr y Tr z Tr ] T is formulated from the drive system (Fig. 2) and then contact point (P Cn ) is computed by (2) .
From the analysis of the drive system shown in Fig. 2 , the variable length of springs S A and S B , n S A and n S B , are obtained as
where l 1 is distance between the motors and equilibrium position of the transmission point (P 0 ), r m is the radius of the pulleys, l A is the distance between the point P A and P Tr , and l B the distance between the point P B and P Tr . The values of l A and l B can be calculated depending on the motion of the transmission point,
Combining (3) and (4),
In addition, from Fig. 3 , P Tr motion is constrained by spherical joint (P E ), resulting in constrained spherical motion as
Solving three equations in (5) and (6), spatial coordinate ([x Tr y Tr z Tr ] T ) of P Tr is computed and finally P Cn is obtained by (2) . As shown in above equations, P Cn is computed by using only rotation angle (q m 1 and q m 2 ) of the motors and the variable length (n S A and n S B ) of the upper springs.
B. Contact Force Estimator
Once the motion of the contact point (P Cn ) is known, the contact force (F Cn ) on that point (P Cn ) can be estimated based on the dynamic model of the UHP, the position of P Cn and the measured signals (n S A , n S B , q m 1 and q m 2 ) by means of the same sensors used for the motion estimator.
Similarly in the motion estimator, the contact force (F Cn ) and the transmission force (F Tr ) has a specific relation due to particular geometry of UHP in ARM mode, from Fig. 3 ,
where T ARM is the transformation matrix expressing by
where l 3 is the distance between the transmission point (P Tr ) and joint P F , l 4 is the distance between joint P F and contact point (P Cn ), and I 3x3 is the identity matrix of dimension 3. On the other hand, from the dynamic analysis of the drive system it is obtained that the transmission force (F Tr ) is the sum of the forces exerted by the four springs connected to the transmission point (P Tr ) as shown in Fig. 2 ,
The magnitude of each spring force (F Si ) depends on its constant (k S i ) and its variable length (n S i ), while its direction (u i ) depends on the transmission motion (P Tr ).
where u i is the unitary direction vector of P Tr P i for i = A, B, C, D (Fig. 2) . In (10), two parameters, n S C and n S D , are still unknown and they can be computed in the same way applied to obtain n S A and n S B . By analyzing geometry of the drive system in the Fig. 2 ,
where r m is the radius of the pulleys, l 2 is the distance between the equilibrium position (P 0 ) of the transmission point and the point P C (or P D ) on the un-actuated pulleys, l C is the distance between point P C and P Tr , and l D is the distance between points P D and P Tr . In addition, l C and l D can be calculated as
Hence, combining (7) - (12), contact position (P Cn ) and measured signals from the encoders and linear potentiometers yields the estimation of the contact force (F Cn ).
IV. VALIDATION RESULTS
Three experimental tests were carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed force and motion estimators. In the first two tests, in order to validate the force estimator, only the force controller was used, while in the last one the impedance controller was used. In the tests, we compare the performance of the controller with the proposed estimators to that of controller with additional MINI40 force sensor (ATI, 6DOF, 1/100N resolution) and YNGS1 inclinometer (Sensor-Technik Wiedemann GmbH, 3DOF, 0.25/s resolution) that directly measure the contact position and force.
In order to use the estimators, the geometric parameters of the UHP were experimentally identified and summarized in Table I.   TABLE I PARAMETERS OF THE UHP PROTOTYPE.
Parameter
Value r m 0.047m
The first test aims to verify that the force controller using the force estimator works properly, meaning good force tracking performance with respect to variable contact forces. Hence the motion of the contact point (P Cn ) was locked while variable desired contact force (F Cn Des ) was applied, which emulates an exercise that patient tries to maintain the robot position constant from perturbations.
Usually, the UHP works with frequencies between 0.1 and 1Hz [20] . So, for this test, as contact force reference, three sinusoidal signals of amplitude 10N with period of 10, 5 and 1 seconds were selected. Fig. 5 shows the desired contact force (F Cn Des ) in the x direction and the actual contact force obtained by the force controller with force sensor (F Cn Sensor ) and with the estimator (F Cn Estimator ).
As it can be seen in Fig. 5 and Table II , in all cases, the controller was able to follow the desired force references with small errors. In the case of the controller with sensor, the average of the root mean square (RMS) errors for three references is 2.17N while with the estimator it is 2.22N. In the second test, the desired contact force was set to zero (F Cn Des = 0N) while the user randomly moved UHP in x and y directions with approximate speed of 1m/s in the range of motion, which presents so-called zero impedance or transparent mode that enables the patient to move the device with very low device inertia and friction. Fig. 6 shows the desired contact force (F Cn Des ), and the response of the force controller with force sensor (F Cn Sensor ) and based on estimator (F Cn Estimator ) in the y axis. As it can be seen, the performance with both control responses is similar. In case of the use of the force sensor, the mean of RMS errors of x and y axis forces is 0.58N and the mean of both maximum is 2.01N, while with the estimator, RMS and the maximum error are 0.61N and 2N, respectively.
Finally the impedance controller was used to validate the entire control system with force and motion estimators, which has been widely adopted in rehabilitation robots. In the impedance controller (1), the desired contact force (F Cn Des ) was calculated in terms of the error between the desired (P Cn Des ) and actual (P Cn ) position of the contact point.
In Fig. 7 , the results of the impedance controller using force and motion sensors are shown, while the results of the impedance controller based on force and motion estimators are illustrated in Fig. 8 . The desired motion trajectories shown in Figs. 7 and 8 were composed of random combination of different step inputs with 0.14m, 0.11m and 0.05m magnitudes in order to reflect more realistic rehabilitation exercises performed by UHP. In both cases, the UHP assisted the user to reach the desired point (P Cn Des ) performing gentle and robust motions with the compliance calculated by the impedance controller (1). In addition, with both methods, the controller was able to follow the desired force reference with small errors. In the case of the controller with the sensors RMS error is 4.92N, while with the estimators it is 5.84N.
As it can be seen in Table II , the controller based on the sensor shows a little better performance than that with force and motion estimators. However, the difference of tracking errors between two cases is 0.05N in first test, 0.03N in second test, and 0.92N in last test, indicating that the performance of the estimators is acceptable. It would be worth noting that in assistive and sanitary applications, the compliance and safety of the device are more critical aspect than accurate trajectory tracking, which is may be of importance in other applications of robotics. For instance, depending on the impairment level of the patient as well as the type of demanded exercises for rehabilitation, RMS errors of position and force below 1cm and 6N, which were obtained in the experimental tests, might be acceptable.
From the experimental results, the proposed force and motion estimators can be used in human-robot interactive controller such as impedance controller in place of expensive high-qualified sensors like 6 axis force-torque sensor, allowing an affordable robotic solution for rehabilitation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work new force and motion estimators for proper impedance control of the rehabilitation robot Universal Haptic Pantograph (UHP) were presented. The main objective of these estimators is to replace extra force and position sensors that add mechanical and electronical complexity of the device as well as decrease the affordability of the device. The proposed estimators are based on the kinematic and dynamic model of the UHP and the signals measured by common angle and position sensors already implemented in the UHP, which are two optical encoders and two linear potentiometers for measurement of the rotation angle of the motors and variable length of two springs respectively.
To verify the performance of the controller using the proposed force and motion estimators, three experimental tests were carried out. The results show that the use of the estimators produces less than 1N difference in terms of mean force tracking error compared to the case where the controller uses directly measured signals by the sensors. In addition, gentle and robust motions of the UHP with the estimator were observed in the tests while UHP well tracked desired force profiles within the mean error of 6N.
The results indicate that the estimators would be suitable for the interactive controller design of the UHP in real applications and the clinical trials of the UHP adopting the estimators with patients will be of future interest.
